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Congdon, Philip
Bob Fontenot < t.~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~-~--~--~6-·~~--~--~-~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~·J >
10 May 2017 10:27

From:

Sent:
To:

Rik

Cc:
Subject:

Steven Hutchinson
Re: Ariana Grande - UK

Thanks RIK

Hedge Of Protection,LLC
CEO-Bob Fontenot
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Thanks Bob,
Pat Downs/Bag Checks aren't a problem at all, its just the metal wands that they don't have
as standard in Mane/Birmingham. I'm still waiting for The 02 to confirm but from memory I
believe they do have either metal wands or airport style gates in house as standard.
Noted on the decant and Birmingham overnight
Many thanks
Rik
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wrote:

Hedge Of Protection,LLC
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On May 5, 2017, at2:48 PM, RikWeightman
wrote:
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Hi Bob,
Just wanting to clarify a few things with your ahead of these
shows.
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Floor Decant - On seated shows generally they don't do a
full/floor decant as standard policy would be tops off the
bottles, i've noticed you've requested one in your advance. I
believe the cost to do this for the floor only in Birmingham is
around!~::~::.~:::·:]+ VAT and i'd need to check in with the
London/Manchester venues on the cost to do this there. If a full
venue decant is required its around[;:::;:;::::::~j+ VAT. Could you
please advise if you'd need this to happen? I can work with
DeCapping the bottles plastic only but not aluminum or glass
bottles please.
Customer Searches - No issues what so ever with the bag
searches etc. the only thing that may cause additional charges
would be if you're needing the venues to get magnetic wands
in where they don't do this as standard. Would you mind
clarifying what you'd like them to do in regards to that? so are
telling they don't do at least a pat down? Bags are fine but
please advise on wether that is all they do.
Birmingham Overnight Security - I currently have LC?~J
Security booked from f~.·~.·~.·Q.~~.·~. ~.J on the l 7th May to cover the
parking overnight prior to the show on the 18th May. Please
advise if you need them to come any earlier? That should be
fine ...
Many thanks
Rik

Rik Weightman
Promoter's Rep (Live Nation)
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